Lamut serves many values the lives of individuals with other individuals in the community, good value education, moral and cultural. Lamut art over the centuries has helped the establishment of the pattern of attitude, mindset, and the behaviour of community supporters. Literary works are able to uplift its readers from the everyday to the level of superficiality is more civilized and subtil, adding to the richness of the inner connoisseur, being more sensitive to life and living. Therefore, the need to do research to learn more about the value of moral in the acts of particularly lamut Bangbang Teja Aria. This research is a kind of qualitative research with literary and sociological approach using the method of dekskriptif analysis, i.e. describing the facts which are then followed by analysis. The data source of this research in the form of translation and transcript book story lamut episode story in the Aria Teja Bangbang balamut Gusti Jamhar Akbar, by Sainul Hermawan. Prints the year 2017 published by
INTRODUCTION
Many of the factors that led to the collapse of the nation's potential for Literary works are able to uplift its readers from the everyday to the level of superficiality is more civilized and subtil, adding to the richness of the inner connoisseur, being more sensitive to life and living. Literature that was born by the literati is expected to be able to give you the satisfaction of intellect for the reader. However, often the work of literature it was not able to be enjoyed and understood fully by most community members. Therefore, the need to let the study and research of literature which is described to be more easily understood by the public.
Literature as a reflection of the social culture of the nation must be handed down to generations of youth. According to Herfanda (2008:131) , literature has a great potential to bring the community into the direction of changes, including changes in morals.
It is also like what is delivered by Sehandi, (2016:17) Documents that shaped the work of such as artwork, which can be either an image, sculpture, film, and others. (Sugiono, 2013:329) .
According
to Mudjiarahardjo (Sujarweni, 2014:34) is a data analysis activities to organize, sort, classify, code or sign, and categorizes them so obtained a finding based on the focus of the issue or want to answered. As for the instruments in the collection of data is as follows: The data obtained will be analyzed with descriptive technique (Arumsari, 2016:20) , which lays out the overall data in advance. Next the researchers interpret or identifying data collected.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The moral is derived from the Latin word (1) the moral values of divinity, is the moral values that concern the relationship of man with God. A servant who always menjatkan prayer to the Lord, always give thanks by remembering that the favour of God, and so forth; (2) Ridho on God is a mother, and a good boy always asked for consent when he wanted to go abroad. Any mother say their prayers to the Lord so that the son always bless her. This is a manifestation of the human relationship to God.
The Grace Of God
The grace of the Lord here meaning is all the good that is handed down by God. "Yes, the temple is not intended to seek a wife. Ulun looking for experience in the Affairs of others. Ulun wanted to see adab and manners of the country people, and how to live in our own country if compared to the standard of living in the country. " (BTA/hmd:41) From the excerpt above, the youth said that the imaged with to be honest that's not looking for wife's aim was to wander. But rather to seek to add insight.
Ingenious
Ingenious is a smart person who has certain ways to get the desired in terms In the quote the text imaged that lamut turn himself to trick enemies. Real easy just to fought with the enemy to lamut. But it could take some casualties.
Then the lamut prefer to rely on cleverness by setting the strategy until finally managed to save Son Teja Bangbang Aria.
Ingenuity in the fight with the enemy is indispensable in order to win the battle as reflected in the following texts: "Lamut tanding perang. Lamut baluncat di tangah pasiban alun-alun. Siapa Lamut tadi surupannya? Aria Sena Gampuran Alam. Aria Sena Gampuran Alam maubah dirinya jadi naga putih. Naga putih malancar di tangah pasiban" (BTA/hmm:86).
Meaning:
"Jumping into the action field Lamut. Lamut aka Aria Sena natural turn itself into Gampuran baga white. Dragon slid paseban amid " (BTA/hmm:87) .
With proven strategies of war to that of lamut, managed to win the battle.
Soft
Soft is soft and smooth; limp, weak; not hard; not a loud; good heart; smooth; and bad taste in heard. Gentle nature means someone in words or behavior towards others she is very gentle (not grainy). Gentle attitude in lamut nasah also reflected as follows: Advising has high expectations for someone who was given advice. Giving advice is also the same as pleading for prayer to God Almighty to granted what to expect.
Friendship
Hospitality or fraternity can be defined a bond very closely in touch whether it's because of the same parents or other family limited. In the paper the lamut much describes the attitude of friendship.
As illustrated on the following script excerpt:
"Ulun banyak-banyak manarima kasih atas kadatangan sinuhun. Lagi pulang kada kawa ulun mambalasakan budi pakarti sampian, jasa-jasa sampian..." (BTA/hmm:24).
Meaning:
"Ulun grateful pian came. Ulun very grateful over the coming pian sampian. Ulun cannot reciprocate goodwill sampian ... " (BTA/hmm:25).
From the quote above, it is envisaged that the existence of a family of closely interwoven. Although everyone has the bustle of each is not a reason not to bersilaturahim and please help.
Helpful
Helpful is someone who is very fond of when it could help someone else with the ability he's got. The following script excerpt illustrates the attitude is helpful.
"Ayu ka sini nak, ka sini, (lalu dibari banyu..). (BTA/hmm:38).
Meaning: "Come on, over here Son" (and then given water) (BTA/hmm:25).
Although only a glass of water, but it means a lot to a person who is in need. This is a manifestation of human relationships with others in the form of helpful attitude.
Faithful
Loyal familiar words to be heard.
The faithful may imply the existence of someone at home or still want to accompany others deemed to family, friends or companions.
"..Ulun sayang, cinta lawan turunan pian nangini han. Lawan datu sampian, moyang sampian pun sampai ka kai sampian. Sampai ka kuitan sampian. Sampian ka putra sampian pulang nah. Ulun ni maabdi salama-lamanya pun, han." (BTA/hmm:94).
Meaning:
".. Ulun dear love to the descendants of sampian is ancestral to, love, parents, right up to this sampian. Now go home. The Temple will serve all. " (BTA/hmm:95).
From the above quote, tergabar that a character loyal to the King of lamut. It is defined with the word serve forever. 
Willing To Sacrifice

